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VISITS AND THERAPIES
Thre are different types of personal therapy visits with Marta Povo, in the Instituto Geocrom de
Barcelona (El Born), and in CSIS Jardín center, her retreat space in Caldes de Montbui, as well as at
Shenda Space in Madrid. She only takes a maximum of 9 visits a week. Marta can fluently work in
French and Portuguese, besides in Spanish and Catalan (her mother tongue). She understands some
English, but not enough to work thoroughly and subtly.

Geocrom Healing: the psychosomatic and soul treatment with Geometry and Color archetypes
on chakras and acupuncture centers, with a psyche-soul consulting (essential) or self-knowledge
impuls and memories detection or disrupting codes. For its psychological depth and spiritual
guide, it is not recommended to receive more than a healing session per month; It is sometimes
enough six or seven visits per year approx. Duration: 2 full hours. Value: 80 €. This is the most
usual service until now. Sometimes it is combined with lessons if the person wants. Children
treatments under 14 years cost 50%.

Floral Therapy and psyche-soul guide, with energy analysis and simple psychoemotional
diagnosis; It is prescribed and dispensed a personalized formula of Geocrom Essences or Fisterra
Essences with encoded sea water. It is not advisable to celebrate this personal growth session in
less than 3 weeks, renewing floral formula according to personal psycho-soul monitoring, for a
few months. Duration: 1 hour. Value: 50 €. Treatments in children under 14 also cost half of the
price.

Personal Essene Therapy is a spiritual healing of subtle bodies, with different specific care on
chakras and nadis, on ailments of the soul and body, gently touching the skin with subtle
movements and consecrated oils. There is a small part of dialogue at first, and another part of
pure silent healing of Christic type, according to the Essene-Egyptian lineage of Daniel Meurois.
See references in: http://esenia.es . Essene Therapy is in the Instituto Geocrom de Barcelona (El
Born), and in CSIS Jardín center also. Duration: 1h 30' Value: 60 €. A therapy or Essene massage
with children between 7 and 14 years old: 30 €
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Online Treatment, personalized theraphy, on Skype or telephone: Marta makes diagnosis and
healing, in Archetypes Geocrom or Flower essences, diagnosing the priority in each case, speaking
via online what is needed; the patient usually sends you a photo by mail to project on the
personal formula and appropriate archetypes; in several cases the treatment is complemented by
a dilution or formula Geocrom Essences that are mailed. It is preferable that the patient send an
email with his/her basic data and the main reason for consultation and then call. The price of each
diagnosis and distance healing is 40 €, including the telephone conversation or Skype. If there is a
Fisterra remedy, it costs 10 euros for dilution, plus delivery charges. The Online therapy with
children is valued at 20 €. Babies under 2 years: free.
This online service is for everyone, but especially suitable for people who can not move to
Barcelona, or in emergencies, also to transits near death, or mournings of different kinds. It is
preferable a face-to-face therapy rather than a distance therapy, whenever possible, because
everything is more detailed and effective. These distance therapies can also be paid easily in the
Geocrom Institute online store, by Paypal or credit card: http://www.geocromonline.com/otrosproductos/

24 hours Residential Personalized Tutoring with Marta Povo
Over time, some people (usually from afar) want to make a private retreat with her, often timely
and unique, for a deep-therapeutic-personal biographical work or an existential soul advice or to
consult various educational topics and expand specific teachings. She offers a full day (preferably
working) to the persons who request it in advance, but always in retreat at the CSIS Jardínn; it is
not unusual in the city. It is advisable that the person arrive in Barcelona before 9 or 10:00, take a
bus 40 'to Caldes de Montbui, where she picks you up and drive up to the retreat space CSIS.
There, you will work hard until the evening, share, eat, sleep, and the day after you will continue
working until before noon, when she will take you to the Caldes bus station, or directly to
Barcelona. Price of consultancy with full stay is 220 €. In case you request a two days private visit, it
has a value of 400 €, including diets and accommodation.

Habitat advising: 1/ Housing energy analysis, fengshui organic vision of the place, geopathies
detection and nets, chromaticism, psychological burden, diagnosis, environmental consulting,
practical tips of energy healing in every corner, etc. Duration: 3-4 hours, price 250 euros. 2/ in
another session space healing can be done, based on certain geometric codes and formulas for
correction, cleaning and healing disorders, as well as empowerment, sublimation or space
protection, either home or work place. Duration: 2 hours, price 150 euros, other than
displacement costs and correction materials. It is necessary to have the place plan. 3/ If necessary,
it is possible to make a mini-test of Feng Shui from distance, and an explanation on the phone
with basic advice on space, in which case, this partial distance and telephone test has value other
than 50 €. Very often people, after describing the case, ask for a personalized estimate; for
example, there are people, families or professionals who just ask for an energy cleanliness of the
place, and that is not a comprehensive advice, so the price is different, depending on the size of
the place, or overloading of dense energy.
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Private class and personalized teaching: that's not really a treatment, but after more than 30
years of teaching and healing, many adults ask to learn various topics with Marta in a
personalized way. These are intensive 2 hours classes and is charged as their primary therapy
Geocrom, 80 €. It can be like a recitation, or consultancy of new issues, or personal and spiritual
coaching, or a request for review, soul analysis, advice and extension of concepts. These tutorials
are made both in the healing center CSIS Garden, as in the Geocrom Institute of Barcelona.

GUIADED MEDITATIONS WITH LIGHT GEOMETRY, each first monday of the month.
To set any private appointment call her on (0034) 629 501 829 (also whatsapp), or (0034) 93
1701652 , or contact by email: martapovo@geocrom.com

Ofice in CSIS Jardín, Caldes de Montbui

Ofice in Instituto Geocrom de Barcelona

Information about the healing center CSIS Jardín, close to Caldes de Montbui.
Information about INSTITUTO GEOCROM in Barcelona, Born neighbourhood.
It is recommended to read: ENTREVISTA a Marta Povo, Revista Karma 2014, por Emmain
(Marta Povo’s interview, on Karma Magazzine 2014, by Emmain. In Spanish)
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CSIS Jardín, Caldes de Montbui, Barcelona

To Contact Instituto Geocrom, S.L. Barcelona :
Mainoffice phone number: (0034) 93 3190517
Whatsapp: 629501829
E-mail: instituto@geocrom.com
www.institutogeocrom.net
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